EAGLES NEWS
ROUND 8 - 31ST MAY – 2ND JUNE 2019

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Welcome to the first edition
of the Eagles Newsletter for
2019.
We are aiming to have this newsletter sent
out weekly to highlight the week that was
across the many grounds that the Eagles
play at every week.
Round 8 saw a huge weekend at Rofe Park with games being played
across Friday night and all day Sunday. It was great to see so many
kids enjoying their footy from Auskick to our Under 17 Northern
Lights and Under 18 Youth Girls.
The Under 8s opened the round on Friday night, followed by the
Under 10s at Rofe Park. Sunday saw the morning opening with a
beautiful Sunrise over the Eagles Nest, followed very quickly by our
Under 9s and Auskick teams bringing their best for our mighty club.
With the weekend well under way by the time our first competitive
game starting in the Under 11’s, we had a very large crowd enjoying
all that our canteen has to offer with Coffee and Bacon and Egg rolls
being the favourites for a cold winter morning.
Our Under 12’s celebrated a big milestone for Raeke Laird hitting his
50 games for the club – Well done Raeke a great milestone that was
more enjoyable as the Eagles picked up the win.
We had so many fantastic games over the weekend, with a couple
of huge wins across the board in all age groups from the Hornsby
Juniors through to our Alliance Teams in the Northern Lights and
Northwest Lightning Girls teams.
Thank you always to the many volunteers that made for another
great weekend, in what we like to think is the kids “best experience
of their week”.
This Weekend for most is a very deserved week off football except
for those lucky enough to have been selected to play for the
Northwest Teams in the development and representative carnivals
this weekend. For the Under 9s and 10s the development carnival
is great opportunity to play additional footy with our neighbourhood
clubs, whilst players from the Under 11s through to under 18s have
trialled to be selected in their representative teams for Northwest.
These players are essentially the best of the best that our region has
to offer, with the Eagles having another large contingent of players
successful in selection for the teams. We will have approximately 30
players representing the Eagles and the Northwest Region as they
battle teams from City, South, West and North for the ultimate prize
of the best team in Sydney.
Paul Stafford
Club President

ROUND 9 - 16TH JUNE 2019
EAGLES JUNIORS:			
Team

Opponent

Time
8:30 AM

Rofe Park

U8 Red

Westbrook Blue

9:00 AM

Mike Kenny Oval

U8 Blue

Pennant Hills
Blue

8:30 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U9 Blue

Pennant Hills
Red

9:30 AM

Ern Holmes Oval

U10 Red

St Ives Longmire 10:00 AM

Acron Oval

U11 Div 2

Lane Cove/
North Ryde Fyfe

10:30 AM

ELS Hall 1

U12 Div 2

East Sydney
Bulldogs Blue

10:30 AM

Dave Phillips
South Oval

Auskick

Venue

NORTHERN LIGHTS:			
Team

Opponent

Time

Venue

U13 Div 2

Pittwater Tigers

1:30 PM

North Narrabeen
Reserve

U14 Div 1

Manly Bombers

8:00 AM

Weldon Oval

U14 Div 3

Willoughby
Mosman Swans

12:45 PM

Mike Kenny Oval

U15 Div 1

Western
Suburbs
Magpies

1:30 AM

Wagener Oval

U17 Div 1

Willoughby
Mosman Swans

4:30 PM

Gore Hill Oval

U17 Div 2

Cronulla Sharks
Black

3:45 PM

Ern Holmes Oval

U17 Div 3

Forest Lions

12:30 PM

Weldon Oval

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING:		
Team

Opponent

Time

Venue

U10 Blue

Manly Bombers

10:00 AM

Mike Kenny Oval
No. 2

U12

Willoughby
Wildcats

10:00 AM

Mike Kenny Oval

U14 Red
Div 2

St Ives

12:15 PM

Acron Oval

U16 Div 1

East Sydney
Bulldogs

1:40 PM

Trumper Oval

U16 Red
Div 2

Queenwood

2:05 PM

Middle Head
Oval

U18 Div 2

Ramsgate RSL
Rams

2:15 PM

Ern Holmes Oval
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EAGLES PEOPLE

Mitchell Frankish
Nickname/s: Franko
Which AFL team do you support?:
Sydney Swans
My Eagles history: Started in 1997 as an
Auskicker. Played until 2006 (U15s).
Favourite / most memorable moment as an
Eagle: Beating Drummoyne at home by 1 point in
U12s. Our only win for the season, or the season
before, or the season after.
During the week, I…: work as a physiotherapist
at Dynamic Motion Physio.
Hobbies or special interests: I’ve since given
footy away ad have taken up triathlon.
Hidden talent: I am an excellent dancer. I’m sure
if I didn’t spend so much time around the footy
club as a youngster I would have made it as a
professional.
Favourite holiday destination: Thailand.
Sunshine and beaches.
Tell us something interesting about you: This
July, I am riding solo across Spain on a push bike.
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EAGLES MERCHANDISE
MERCHANDISE UPDATE:
We have received a heap of new Off Field Merchandise ready for parents and kids to kit themselves up in great new Eagles
Gear. Over the coming week you will see that the store in the Eagles Team App will provide you the opportunity to purchase
the new gear. We do still have some sizes on back order, however will be able to provide more details on what we now have
in stock. Products and prices as follows:

JACKETS
(Adult Sizes Only) – S/M/L/XL

HOODIES
(Adults and Kids Sizes)

$55.00ea

$45.00ea

POLO SHIRTS
(Adults sizes only)

$40.00ea

BEANIES

$20.00ea

CAPS

$15.00ea
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TEAM SONGS
AND SPONSORS
EAGLES TEAM SONG
We are the mighty Hornsby Eagles,
And we always play to win.
We give our all for Hornsby
And we’ll fight through thick and thin.
For we’ll win our club a premiership,
For we are the greatest team.
The red, blue and yellow for ever,
For the Eagles are supreme!

OUR SPONSORS

EAGLES TEAM CHANT
Who are, who are, who are we?
We are the team from the HFC
Hornsby, Hornsby, RAH, RAH, RAH
Hornsby, Hornsby, Best by far!
H.O.R.N.S.B.Y.
HORNSBY!!

NORTHERN LIGHTS TEAM SONG
Side by side we play we pride
We are the Northern Lights
With an Eagles Fly and a Bulldogs bite
we are the Northern Lights
When it gets rough, we show our stuff
And we’ll tough, tough, tough,
till they’ve had enough
For we never, ever, ever, give up the fight
We are the mighty Northern Lights, We are the
mighty Northern Lights,
WE ARE THE MIGHTY NORTHERN LIGHTS!

NORTHWEST LIGHTNING TEAM SONG
Girls of Northwest
Yellow, Red and Blue
Hornsby, Penno, Westbrook
Lightning through and through
With a Lightning flash, a lightning strike
We’ll give our very best
You cant beat the girls from the lightning team
The mighty girls of Northwest!
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MATCH REPORTS
U8 RED
Report not received

U8 BLUE

U9
Report not received

U10

HBE U8 BLUE (21) vs PENNANT HILLS RED (84)

Hornsby U10

ROUND 8, 02/06/2019

ROUND 8 31st May 2019

ERN HOLMES OVAL

Pennant Hills

This weekend’s Indigenous round saw the Blues facing Pennant
Hill Red on a chilly morning at Ern Holmes Oval. Maybe it was the
cold, or too much pizza at training which led to the Blues starting
slowly in this game. It was tough going against a strong side who
had our measure in all areas of the paddock. The blues were trying
but had no answers to Pennant Hills’ running and kicking game. A
lone Blues behind for the quarter stood against their five goals and
three behinds. It was 1;33 at the first break.

This week we played under lights against Penno.

The Blues started to find some form in the second quarter and
started to get some traction in the backs and midfield. Poppy
and Sarah were making some decent blocks and we managed to
move the ball a few times from defense to attack. This led to some
scoreboard action with behinds kicked by Jeremy and our first goal
by Lachie. These were between four majors by Pennant Hills. The
sides left the pitch at half time with the Reds in front 57 to 9.

It was a tough match and there was plenty of contested footy
throughout the entire match.
We were competitive all game with plenty of drive out of the centre
and some disciplined man on man footy in the backline which really
placed pressure on their goal scoring ability.
We got the ball into the forward line a number of times however just
did not manage to send it through the big sticks. Henry came close
kicking a behind that was touched on the line.
Getting the ball through our forward line is something we can
practice at training.
A special thanks to those players who played for the opposition to
help make up their numbers.

The third quarter was hard going again. The blues were putting
in more effort, but Pennant Hills were moving the ball nicely and
managed another four goals and two behinds. These didn’t go
unanswered though, and after some better transition play the Blues
managed to kick three goals, two by Lachie and one by Sarah. At
three quarter time the score on the board was 27 to 83.

At the end of the game we were a little behind on the scoreboard
however we played really well as a team.

The final quarter was much more evenly matched. The Blues were
finally hitting their stride and competing all over the park. Pennant
Hills found it much harder to break through and scored a solitary
behind that went unanswered as the Blues couldn’t kick any scoring
shots. It was a real battle in this quarter and the Blues showed great
team spirit to keep playing up to the final hooter. The final score
read Blues 27, PH 84.

Whilst everybody played well again this week there were a number
of standout efforts, this week’s player of the match was Tex Milner
who did not stop running, attacking the football and applying some
ripper tackles all game Great work Tex!

Sarah was named player of the match having scored a nice goal
and put up a spirited performance throughout the match. The Blues
weren’t their usual selves in this game, and coaches have agreed
to a training session on Thursday to introduce shepherding and
blocking skills to the team.
After the game there was an Indigenous ceremony. The blues took
part and walked through the smoke before joining other teams in a
show of unity and respect for each other and our history.

Thanks to all the parents with their help with warm up drills and to
Robyn for organising everything else.
Best:

Report by: Coach Dave

U11
Report not received

U12
Report not received

Quarter Scores: Q1: 0.1(1) v 5.3 (33) Q2: 1.3(9) 9.3(57) Q3: 4.3 (27) 13.5
(83) Q4: 4.3 (27) 13.6 (84)
Goals: Lachie (3) Sarah (1).
Report by: Steve Barton
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MATCH REPORTS
NL 13.2
Northern Lights U13 (15.7.97) vs Willoughby Wildcats (2.5.17)
ROUND 8 – 2 June 2019
Rofe Park, Hornsby Heights
With the Northern Lights listed as the AWAY side at their HOME
ground, the neighbouring dog park was the scene of major confusion
during the week. Canines of all varieties were overheard asking
“which team’s going to give us a sly piece of bacon off the BBQ?”.
With this dilemma finally sorted Monty, Remus and Bobi et all got to sit
down with their owners and enjoy an afternoon at the footy.
And what an afternoon it was. With the Northern Lights on the back
of a 3 match winning streak and shooting up the ladder faster than a
Wham song in the mid ‘80’s a tough matchup with the Forest Lions
was expected.
From the get go the pressure across the field being applied by
The Lights was immense. Tim (who for obvious reasons and for the
remainder of this report shall be known as Spida) was everywhere
and dominating the ruck early. Hugh playing as a power forward
was taking no prisoners with his onball aggression. That pressure
allowed Lukas to drop an absolute bomb. Don’t be surprised if by
the time he gets to school it’s become an 80 metre torp from the
centre circle. And with that the Lights were away. With Blake M,
channelling his inner Boyd Cordner, tackling anything that moved
in the forward 50, teamed with Kieran who was relentless in his
pursuit of the footy, it wasn’t long before the Lights got the scorers
attention again. Lukas with a wonderful cross field kick to Damien,
who displayed wisdom beyond his years and chipped a pin point
pass to Jaeden, who let rip with a kick that not only cleared the
assembled pack, but at Jaeden’s command proceeded to turn at
right angles and through the goal. Next it was Cooper (who his
mother tells me is the cutest boy in the team) getting down and
dirty and getting a quick handball out the back to Spida and bang
3 goals to nil. And with the crowd still cheering Damien thought it
was time to help set up number 4. A great pass to Spida found him
with no-one on the mark. So what do you do? Put a laces out pass to
Max who was turning his defender inside and out and bang, 4 it is.
Let’s get another the boys said. Ok replied Jae who drilled a bullet
to Kieran who put the Lights 5 goals to the good. With Lukas giving
Spida a rest in the ruck and a tap down to Harley (who was doing his
best Where’s Wally impersonation…there he is ….no there he is….) it
was over to Blake to nail his 1st for the afternoon.
At quarter time it was 37 points to Nil and your correspondent
already getting cramps in his hand writing down the highlights.
The 2nd quarter was underway and Forest had muscled up. Juan (or
was it John?) who’s game is getting better and better each week got
just rewards with a great goal crumbed off the ruck. And the Lights
were off again. Lukas, to Jae, to Spida…yep you guessed it. Another
goal. The ensuing play saw the boys decide top kick alphabetically.
Jae to John… and there was Spida again for the Lights 3rd of the
term. As noted Forest had muscled up and none of these goals
could have been scored without the outstanding defence and
teamwork of Toby M, Toby R, Tom and Hugo. These boys showed
so much composure and team work that it took a free kick for Forest
to register their 1st goal.

Time for oranges and a scoreline of 59-6 with the Lights to the good.
As the 3rd quarter got underway it was Jack’s turn to shine. Despite
almost having his head ripped off he threw his body everywhere
with smother after smother. This enabled Damien to find Jake who
threaded the needle from an almost impossible angle to open
the 2nd half scoring. Not long after it was Lucas to Blake and
with a wonderful shepherd from Kieran goal number 11 had been
registered. With the quarter coming to an end it was Jake getting
the job done. With a hard ball get and handball to Max for the teams
12th it was party time. Although Forest scored their 1st open field
goal a healthy 77-15 scoreline took us to ¾ time.
The last term opened with Jude doing what he does best week in,
week out. Pressure football. Not giving an inch. In conjunction with
William who was playing a masterful game across halfback and wing,
Lukas decided it was time for some fun. Going left..going right…
going loooong. Goal time. Back to the centre and back to Wally
(aka as Harley). A quick give to Jude and then to Lukas. 2 bounces
later the ball was with Kieran and his 2nd of the day. Then to round
off festivities more unselfish play from Wally and Max rounded out
festivities with his 3rd.
What a fabulous way to head into the bye weekend. A 15.7.97 point
2.5.17 win.
Report by: Parent - Joe Jackson

NL 14.1
Report not received

NL 14.3
Report not received

NL 15.1
NORTHERN LIGHTS 15 DIV 1 (89) vs ST IVES (33)
ROUND 8, 02/06/2019
ACRON OVAL
Round 8 and our second match up for the year against the Saints.
With Connor, Ethan and Nuts on the sidelines, there were only 16
available players, some of whom were still carrying injuries. Rhys
was carrying a wrist injury and Tom a hip injury. Having said all of
that, we still believed that there was enough talent out there to get
the job done.
First Quarter
The first few minutes and The Lights started well, with Christian on
top in the ruck and Bertie, Damo and Kody taking it up to the Saints
in the middle. The ball was locked in the forward line and The Lights
had repeated attempts on goal but inaccuracy meant only three
minor scores.
The Saints lifted a gear and it wasn’t long before they got the
ball over the back of the forward press and were off and running,
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MATCH REPORTS
registering their first major. Momentum changed quickly and the
Saints were on top. In the blink of an eye it was three goals to none.

Dan, then back to Damo, turn the jets on and a banana finish on the
run. Even I had to clap that one.

The Lights responded, evening up general play with Noah, Bertie
and Christian regaining the ascendency in the middle.

The Saints hit back with the next goal but not to be outdone the war
horse Kody, playing on one leg, took a great contested mark and
kicked truly for his second of the day.

Our first goal was from the unlikely right foot of Dan Kelly with a
brilliant goal on the run, closely followed by Kody marking and
kicking truly.
At the end of the first quarter The Lights trailed 2.5.17 to 3.2.20.
Second Quarter
The second quarter saw The Lights switch into gear. The plan was
to clear the forward 50 and let Tom “Special K” have his way, and
to just get the ball in long and quick with Noah or Kody roving at his
feet. It is amazing what happens when the boys do what the coach
has instructed.
With Christian Noah and Bertie on top in the middle, Josh and Jono
owning the wings supported by Fraser and Bao pushing up high,
Special K had enough space to ply his trade. Two great marks one
on the lead and another contested for two quick goals. A third mark
on the lead before wheeling around to hit Noah on the chest, 25 out
straight in front.
The Lights continued to dominate territory, and with Fraser doing a
great job in the ruck in our forward fifty, this allowed Christian and
Bertie the freedom to roll across the half forward line.
This soon paid dividends, with Bertie playing his best game of the
season, showing his talent with a brilliant bustling running goal from
40m out and The Lights had the momentum.
James Webster was doing a fantastic job waving the flags perfectly
for every Lights goal.
The Saints quickly lifted their game, evening up general play but the
backline was equal to the task. Nugget was doing a great shutdown
job on the Saints best player, whilst Foggie, who was battling a
severe case of man flu (should have been in hospital as all men
know!!!), was showing that aggressive attack on the footy that we
love to see.
Rhys, playing with a wrist injury, took a great contested mark at half
back to repel yet another Saints thrust. Whilst The Rock and Will
were just that proving impassable, with numerous intercept marks
and completely shutting out the Saints main forward thrusts.
At half time The Lights led 6.6.42 to 4.2.26

At the three quarter time break The Lights were up 9.8.62 to 5.2.32.
Fourth Quarter:
At the three-quarter time break I asked the boys to kill off the game
with the first couple of goals in the first five minutes.
Enter Dan K stage left (being a left footer), hitting the scoreboard
twice including a fantastic snap from the boundary. Damo also
stepped up again using that speed to break clear across half
forward and a drive home, making that his third for the day.
However, the undoubted highlight of the quarter was Bao’s attack
on the footy to receive a well-earned head high free. With the
benefit of a 25m penalty, he was shooting for his first ever goal from
the square. A nervous Coach turned his head but the cheer of the
crowd and boys getting around him, quickly turned the head back.
Seeing the team’s reaction in that moment, not unlike Connor in
round one, is the best reward for all of the time and effort that we as
parents give to have these moments
When the final siren blew The Lights were victorious 13.11.89 to
5.3.33.
A very proud Coach.
Report by: Stuart Pauly

NL 17.1
Report not received

NL 17.2
Report not received

NL 17.3
Report not received

Third Quarter:
Unfortunately, Kody had sustained a groin injury in the second
quarter but stayed on the ground to help his team all be it on one
leg.

NWL U10
Report not received

Play was fairly even to start the quarter but the backline continued
to stand tall and provide plenty of drive. Nugget was back to his best
after letting the body recover last week and Rhys, Will and The Rock
continued to show their teamwork.
Damo took a nice contested mark and a head massage before
slotting through The Lights first of the quarter. The clip around
the ears seemed to spark him into action, taking the next centre
clearance, a cheeky bounce then handballs to Noah, handball to
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MATCH REPORTS
NWL U12
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 12 (7.5.47) vs LANE COVE CATS
(2.2.14)
ROUND 8 - SUNDAY 2 JUNE 2019
BALGOWLAH OVAL
Summary of Game
The Lightning Girls made the long trek out to Balgowlah Oval
for a sunny Sunday afternoon clash against the top-of-the-table
Balgowlah Suns. Balgowlah offered a full field game, which despite
some reservations from the coaching group, the girls eagerly
accepted.
During the week we had talked about positioning and starting the
game with more energy and intensity, and the girls delivered on
both.
From the first ruck Lightning showed we had come to play, with a
strong tap from Ev and some clever midfield play eventually leading
to a good goal from Hayley. This set the example for the entire
quarter where the Suns were prevented from progressing the ball
beyond their half-forward line by the mids and backs. A scoreless
quarter for the Suns was fitting reward for the effort our girls put in.
The Suns came out a little more strongly in the second quarter, and
managed to get behind our defensive line a couple of times to kick a
couple of goals. Some hard tackling from the tackle twins Charli and
Tara kept the Suns honest, but they were giving as good back. It was
entertaining tough footy from both teams and Lightning deservedly
had a 7-point lead at half time.
The third quarter was a repeat of the first. Lightning had the best
of the play scoring two goals, and kept the Suns scoreless again.
Hayley took some strong marks and Cass and Charli were making
it difficult for the Suns to clear their backline. Ev kicked a good goal
from a strong grab, and Rachel kicked another goal to extend her
season’s tally. However, despite a healthy 21-point lead, the Suns
were playing well enough that a final quarter comeback was not out
of the question.
The team were asked to win the last quarter, but the Suns started
full of fire. It was only some desperate defence led by Bec that
meant that the Suns had no easy shots on goal. At times the game
descended into a rugby style rolling maul but the endeavour from
both teams couldn’t be questioned. Some clever positioning from
the forwards and mids meant that we were able to counter-attack
when we had the ball, and Jess capped off her best game of the
season with two more goals.
The final margin was 33 points, but it felt much closer than that. The
pride from the team was evident in the best rendition of the team
song for the season. It was clearly the girl’s best game of the season
with excellent intensity shown throughout. Most pleasing however
was that as a team we started thinking about our positioning on the
field and this showed dividends in our style of play.
A fine team performance with everyone contributing and which
shows we have the ability to win against any team.
We’re grateful to Erin and Jess who played while ill and sore –
without you there we would have been short.

Score
North West Lightning		

Lane Cove Cats

Goals

Behinds Total		

Goals

Behinds

Q1
0

2

1

13		

0

0

Q2
12

3

1

19		

2

0

Q3
12

5

3

33		

2

0

Q4
14

7

5

47		

2

2

Total

Goals
Jessica 3
Rachel 2
Evelyn 1
Hayley 1
Report by Chris McArthur

NWL U14
Report not received

NWL U16.1
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 16/1 (3.1-19) vs MAROUBRA SAINTS
YG 16/1 (11.6-72)
ROUND 8 - SUNDAY 2ND JUNE 2019
WELDON OVAL MANLY
Our Round 8 game was against the Manly Bombers at Weldon Oval
Manly. This game was a crucial one for Lightning as both teams
were equal on the ladder and a win would consolidate a spot within
the top 4.
The girls knew they were playing a worthy opponent and were all
going to have to be at their best as Lightning were missing a number
of key players due to injury and rep commitments, starting with 14.
That said, the Bombers had a full bench meaning that the girls were
up against the wall before the first centre bounce.
After first and second quarters, Manly were leading 45 to 6. The
Bombers were hungry for the win and keen to atone for their loss to
Lightning at Rofe Park last season. They played some good footy,
they were first to the ball, were holding onto their marks and kicking
straight. Unfortunately, the bounce of the ball and a number of
umpiring decisions were going against us.
At the half time huddle Coach Perry gave a rousing speech and asked
the girls for more talk, more shepherding, as well as applying score
board pressure and Lightning came out firing in the premiership
quarter. They looked like a different team putting their heads over
the ball and bodies on the line against a physical Bombers side and
as a result they won the quarter 12 points to 8.
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MATCH REPORTS
A well drilled Manly side responded in the final quarter and ended
up running out the game as deserved winners. A special mention
goes to Lucy Boyd who had an outstanding game and was easily
the best player on the field across both teams and would have
collected my 3 Brownlow points.
¼ by ¼: Q1 1.0 v 4.1. Q2 0.0 v 3.2 Q3 2.0 v 1.1 Q4 0.1 v 3.2
Goals: Lucy Boyd (2), Bronte Watkins (1)
Report by Mark Watkins (Parent)

NWL U16.2
Report not received

NWL U18
NORTHWEST LIGHTNING YG 18/2 (110) vs ST IVES / FORESTVILLE
(0)
ROUND 8 - SUNDAY 2 June 2019
ACRON OVAL
Today NWL played ST Ives / Forestville in a game that saw a
dominant performance giving St Ives the inability to score.
NWL started strong and immediately won the ball from the centre
and drove it forward. The ball stayed in our half of the ground for
the rest of the quarter and there was a great play where Eliana
pushed the ball out wide, Kira ran on to it, handballed to Bailey who
ran into range and had a shot at goal. The pressure was great and
maintained for the entire quarter. Mikaela Sarah and Bailey kicked
our goals for that quarter. 3 goals, 3 points to open the game.
The second quarter had NWL relentlessly keep the ball inside our
50m. Lara S was winning the ruck and our centre players drive the

ball forward and built a wall which ST Ives couldn’t get passed. Ella
and Kelly peppered the goals early and only just missed. NWL
kicked a few more points until at the 11min mark Kelly kicked a
nice goal. Amy soon followed with a goal herself, then Alex got the
ball from a boundary throw in and kicked a great goal as well. The
quarter finished with Kelly kicking another 2, One of which was with
6sec to go. 6 goals 6 points that quarter.
The 3rd quarter saw the mercy rule put into place and Amy and
Eva went and played for the other side. The NWL spoke about
trying our running handball game and implemented it well, the ball
transitioned fluently and again the ball stayed in our forward line.
Kira managed to kick 2 great goals and Kate kicked a fantastic goal
as well. 3 goal 2 points that quarter.
In the last quarter we gave St Ives 3 players, Sarah, Anabel R. and
Tara. The goals where harder to find in this quarter due to the player
differential and that our players played great football for them. NWL
still managed to hold the ball inside our 50m but it was harder to
score as it was crowded. Bailey managed to kick a great goal with
3 players holding on to her. Bailey and Ella kept pushing forward
and peppered the goal for the rest of the quarter. Bailey kicked one
more and Ella kicked another 2 goals to finish the match off. 4 goals
3 points for the quarter.
It was an amazing effort today with every player contributing. We
played to a game plan, executed it well and never let up. It was a
great display of sportsmanship when the girls that played for the
other side tried so hard. Well done, that is what we are about.
Great effort girls - we can take it to anyone
Score NWL - 16G 14P = 110 St Ives / Forestville 0G 0P= 0
Goals: Kelly 3, Bailey 3, Ella 3, Kira 2, Mikaela 1, Sarah 1, Amy 1,
Alex 1, Katie 1
Report by - Shaun Elliott
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